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About This Game

Project Abyss is a pixel-loving 2D survival RPG that takes place in the deepest place on Earth. Using a mixture of
realism and fun, you control a diver and mini-submarine as you explore a living world of beautiful and deadly sea life,
wreckages and enemy subs. Loot money for upgrades, complete tasks, unlock other submarines, and uncover more of

the mystery deep below.

Utilise your equipment in a stylish blend of combat and beautiful aquatic moments, with a great original soundtrack and ambient
sounds; we have created a living, breathing underwater world in pixel art graphics, with it's own day/night cycle. Much of the

world is destructible, from blowing up wreckage doors with C4, to drilling and torpedoing your way through rock for fuel cells
and chests.
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  Survive an often brutal world of bosses, turrets, and poisonous plants, filled with lots of sea life to find- including
Sharks, Orcas, Whales, Jellyfish, and lots of fish!

  Control your submarine with the turbines; as well as claws, weaponry, and drills! #Updated to include simpler
submarine controls as an option.

  The ability to explore outside your submarine, calling drones, repairing your sub and swimming through abandoned
wreckages from pirate ships to a massive world war submarine.

  Lots of equipment and upgrades to purchase along 3 tech-trees... Survival, Attack and Defence.

  Pick up notes to build the story of one diver's destiny that will take you across huge areas; defeating bosses and
unlocking the secret of the abyss.

There is a lot to see and do, with many hours of open gameplay!
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Dont buy it, I didnt realize I could rent one so i bought the DLC...... The game is slowly getting a better shape than before.
Performance improved, weapons improved and AI also slightly improved but lacks a couple things here and there. Not major
problems though. If the dev keeps the work up like this Sneak Thief might make it back to YouTube once again. I see a great
future for this game and honestly with the new stealth feature(hopefully features in the future) it gives a better heist experience
for the player.. this game you dont win coins on easy and hard you cant win so no this is the worst. Hello, my name is Tipuzzle,
and I am addicted to Last Dream and its sequel/expansion, Unknown World.

Last Dream was perfect for all of my customization-hungry needs. I am a giant stat nerd and, because of that, having so many
options for my characters in the forms of AP, SP, and eight different classes, Last Dream spoiled me to the point where very
few RPGs have managed to quench the same thirst for a strong sense of control. Last Dream: World Unknown brings that
control back, but perhaps in an overwhelming way if this is your Last Dream game.

I decided to start a completely new game, surprised to find that all of my characters started at level 60 or so and I could change
the AP values for every last stat all of them had right off the bat. I must have spent fifteen minutes on that page alone, trying to
puzzle out what stats would work best with the strategy I wanted to go for this time around, all while thinking to myself...
"Would a new player really like this?"

The answer is 'no'. If you have not played the original Last Dream, then World Unknown, from a statistical and plot standpoint,
is definitely not for you, and that's perfectly okay because YOU SHOULD PLAY LAST DREAM. Seriously. If you're a control
freak like I am, it is the perfect game for you, and once you're finished with it, World Unknown is like a second round of this
sweet, sweet RPG drug.

I'll let you learn about the rest of the game's positives (lore, lots of content, etc.) from other reviews, but if you take anything
from this one: Control Freaks, this game is your drug. Buy it, you won't regret it. Not even that complicated, just a buncha
numbers.

Have fun!~. Game is a very cool, definitely a quick fix when you want something fun to play. Took awhile for me to figure out
faster is not always better especially when you have not picked up the shields yet. I Often ended up flying around the screen like
an out of control skier. It was a good thing that the graphics when the ship blew up were awesome because I sure got to see them
a lot.. This game is epic! an example where simple things are the best. Despite being a game that makes simplicity its strong
point, is full of small really cool details (for example the goblin that replaces the dummy head in the tutorial XD), also the
difficulty is well calibrated and even at the easiest level will give thread to be twisted. This game really deserves more visibility.
Why can't a game ever bring up 'TRUE CRIME'? Why does it always have to be fictional? I don't get it. Do developers fear
lawsuits? Are they not aware how big the 'True Crime' business industry already is? All they have to do is go down to a book
store and read. Alas the closest I have played so far to 'True Crime' is 'L.A Noire' and they took a whole range of liberties with
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that one believe me.

Mah-jong Investigations is developed by a company which disbanded in 2009 http:\/\/www.mobygames.com\/company\/zemnott-
inc . The game is somewhat similar to 'Criminal Case' found on Facebook but take out the Hidden Object Games and replace
them with Mah-jong solitaire and instead of watching the case play out entirely itself, here you have to do some very babyish
deductive work.

For those that don't know this is 'Mah-jong solitaire' (mah-jong itself is a completely different game) its a puzzle game based on
finding the same tile strategy. The goal is to match open pairs of identical tiles and remove them from the board, exposing the
tiles under them for play. The game is finished when all pairs of tiles have been removed from the board or when there are no
exposed pairs remaining.

This games biggest appeal is also its greatest flaw let me explain. You play as a detective whose ultimate goal is to raise yourself
up 10 ranks in the 83rd precinct until you become a 'Deputy Commissioner'. Every time you\u2019re presented with a case and
a map with several locations of interest. Once you visit a location a mah-jong solitaire game is laid down and as you match up
certain 'special tiles' they have a direct impact on your case and also offers you an extra mini game here and there.

Magnify Glass - Means often mundane information will be presented to you such as there was a country music cd found at the
crime scene. Does this have any relevance to the case? No. So you just ignore it.

DNA Pattern - This tile means that some DNA evidence needs to be analysed and you can match up a person's DNA with the
evidence found if you would like. It means that you have to play a Tetris style mini game using arrow keys which feels
somewhat awkward and long especially if you are checking it out against the wrong person. DNA evidence may not be
applicable against perp 1 but it could be applicable against perp 2 or the other half the dozen suspects standing in your queue of
queries. So more often than not you will learn to ignore this option.

Police Car - Not sure if this tile is connected but eventually you have to play a minigame each case where the police car is trying
to a catch a suspected culprit and you have to link up matching tiles flashed in a trail behind the speeding car or the car gets
away. This is actually quite fun at first, but the further you rank up it starts to get ridiculous in speed and time requirements and
you soon learn it has no real bearing to the ultimate outcome of your case so you just ignore and let the car just speed away.

Security Camera - Adds additional perpetrators of a crime to your case. Instead of just finding one guy you might now need to
find 4. These tiles you can't ignore. The game will request you to find the perps whether you click on them or not.

Fingerprint - These tiles often reveal info more pertinent to your case such as 'perp 1 has blonde hair', problem is that you might
have a dozen suspects in your line up with blonde hair, so more often than not you will just learn to ignore this.

Telephone - Not sure if this tile is linked up, but your forever answering the bleeding phone and having people tell you mundane
info like 'Barry likes Westerns'. Seriously I'm in the middle of a police chase and someone has to phone up and tell me that.
Can't I hire a secretary? Since people lie on the phone, you will learn to completely ignore this facet.

Interrogation - You can play a mini game on each suspect which requires you to play a memory match up game like you have 20
chance to find the pairs to 48 tiles. Basically ridiculously impossible odds and so you will learn to ignore this.

Alibi - Finally the only tile that has a definite bearing on your case. Each time you match up one of these it takes a suspect off
your line up because they have revealed a iron clad alibi. Collect enough of these 4 mah-jong solitaire games should do it, you
have enough people off your suspect list to work out who committed the crime.

The game with all its additional add-on is dressed up to look like it\u2019s something more than just a mah-jong solitaire game
which makes it appealing, but since all those add-ons really don't have a significant impact to your cases you\u2019re really just
left with the realization that just playing mah-jong solitaire is your best option if you want to quickly move through the ranks.
After about 50 mah-jong solitaire games you start asking yourself will this ever end?

Hence the game\u2019s greatest appeal it's mini games is also its greatest weakness since they have no true bearing and just
begin to look like unnecessary clutter. The multiple perps behind this crime is Zemnott. You\u2019re looking for a blonde
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haired person, a dark brown haired, a bald person, and one who wears glasses, most average build, one tall, and one short, most
normal height. Ok now with that info go get them. Wait it seems the culprits made a getaway back in 2009 speeding furiously
down the highway, angry customers who hate mah-jong solitaire should start pursuit. HOLD YOUR HORSES! This just in
"BARRY LIKES WESTERNS!!!"

If you enjoyed reading this review feel free to subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. This is a proof-of-concept rather than a game. It's very unique and
interesting, but just to a point. I don't really regret buying or playing it, but I feel like there's just not much to it, and I can't feel
comfortable recommending this to anyone as an actual game.

Essentially there are only 3 puzzles. Once you figure these out, the rest of the game is devoted to repeating the solution to each
of those puzzles many times. One of them even has some element of dumb luck associated with it. I would move around the
map and leave my computer, waiting for the audio indicator, and then run back to complete the "puzzle."

I absolutely loved figuring out the interface after being given no idea of how to play. (The people who had to watch a YouTube
video to figure it out bypassed the best part of Mu Cartographer.) However, if you're adept at this sort of thing, everything after
the first 30 minutes or so of gameplay will be downright tedious. Then you'll complete the story, which is not very-well told,
though the subject matter's original. And you'll just kind of say, "Huh," and wonder what it is that you're doing with your life.
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A good expansion for a good free game, a nice way to support the dev, I like the new drawings can't wait to get into it and
relieve some stress. ayyy :3. Simple and fun. I liked it.. A very good looking, but terrible beat-em-up. If you're REALLY into
LWA and can look past the terrible gameplay then you'll be able to have some fun with it.. I love this app, I mean sure, it’s got a
few bugs, like it crashes and I go on the internet to get a picture then open file explorer while the the internet is open, but other
that that, it is a great app, I would like to make my own Pokémon cards using this app, I will never stop using it, it’s an app that
will help make cards in a snap, would recommend to a friend, 5/5!!!. this game is a waste of time i was stuck on accepting the
terms and conditions after accepting them i was stuck on it i kept pressing enter and nothing is happening i tryed typing my
email in didnt recieve one back i was stuck on the same page for 2 hours and now i cant even play it. For those who got to the
episode 4, it was clear how poor the story is behind the game. So developers decided to surprise you with bunch of bugs,
probably, trying to protect you from getting to the main dissapointment, the 5th chapter.. It's been a good year and this game has
recieved an enormous amount of updates. Still, pleagued by the one issue that makes it totally unplayable. You have no idea
which side your attacks are going to be from, or where they're going. If you want a rythm based game, go play osu, because it's
free and actually relies on skill rather than just being luck. There's a massive lack of visual feedback aswell, you constantly have
to take your eyes off the fight to see if you got hit or not.

But I guess it's nice to see the devs not abandoning their game after this long, unlike certain other titles. Please improve visual
feedback, and make attacks more predictable.. Lots of bugs, half an hour of gameplay, 2 and a half minutes for speedruners,
liked it.
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